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Pastor HJ Sean Moon 

                                                         

 

Remember Them  

2023. 05. 28 

Good morning, folks! Today, we are on the big Memorial Day Run that we only found out 

about a week ago. It's incredible because it's now the 23rd annual run held on Memorial Day 

weekend to remember the fallen heroes, the fallen soldiers. Those who made the ultimate 

sacrifice, died, shed their blood so that we and our children and grandchildren can live in a free 

country, even though that's eroding very quickly before us. 

But the point is: on Memorial Day weekend we must remember the reason for this weekend. 

How important it is to remember the fallen soldiers who dedicated their lives and lost their 

lives - the most precious gift we have- fighting for the sake of our freedoms and the protection 

of the Constitution of the United States of America! So, we salute all those fallen soldiers and all 

the folks who have served in keeping this country safe; we tip our hats to you, and we salute 

you this weekend. We thank you from the bottom of our hearts and with all the folks that are 

watching we always remember you deep in our hearts. 

 

The American Armed Forces liberated the Lord of the Second Advent  

Why? Because we know here in Cheon Il Guk that True Father was freed by the American 

Forces; the American Armed Forces fighting for freedom on the Abel-type side. The Divine 

Principle separates very clearly the Abel-type side from the Cain-type side which is 

Communism. The Abel-type side leading the charge with the United States and freeing True 

Father from the Hungnam death camp; freeing Father from the two years and eight months of 

forced labor and imprisonment in the Hungnam death camp.  

Before Father was freed by the American troops, a miracle took place in the prison. Father said 

“Any of you who stays in my vicinity, you will not perish.” The bombs dropped, everything 

exploding, bombs going off everywhere, walls being blown out etc., and just as Father 
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prophesied, that small vicinity around Father was protected and they were all able to flee. 

That's how he got out of the Hungnam prison thanks to the American Armed Forces. 

So, we salute the Abel-type side of God's Providence, those who stood up for LIBERTY and for 

the protection of God-given human rights. That is a great part of Father's history and Father's 

story of Providence. It can never be forgotten and it is now in the annals of ALL time, that 

America as the major superpower, played the critical Abel-type leadership role in freeing the 

Lord of the Second Advent when he was imprisoned in the Communist death camp. 

Eventually Father made his way to Pyongyang and all the way down to Busan on foot through 

the mountains in the bitter Korean winter. We did the calculation and it was about 600 miles. 

This is something we’d like to remind the young people about, as they're preparing now for 

Colorado training. They’ll be doing about 37 miles through the Colorado Rocky Mountain 

Wilderness, and they’ll need to remember Father's course. I mean, walking 40 miles with a pack 

is nothing compared to 600 miles in a war-torn nation. At that time Korea was at the economic 

level of Nigeria, folks. Such a tremendous landscape! 

By the way, Professor Kwon just sent us a book written in 2015 by a very famous Korean 

novelist; this novelist is like a Jack Carr of Korea and anything he writes turns into movies and 

TV programs, etc. In 2015 he wrote a book entitled Reverend Sun Myung Moon, the Patriot. Such 

an amazing book! He said that he got so much flack especially from the Evangelical world 

saying, “Why did you do this? He’s a cult leader,” all this kind of stuff. And he answered, “Look, if 

there's ANYBODY who's done more for Korea than Rev. Moon, if there's anybody, bring him and I'll 

write a book about him.”  

We've just discovered this book and we hope that Korean Sanctuary can get in contact with this 

brother. Of course, Han Hakja and the Family Fraud had no interest in this because they are 

interested in promoting her demonic heretical cult. We warned about this ten years ago, and of 

course that organization is totally crumbling and eating itself up as they betray themselves. 

There is no honor in a den of thieves!  

The point is: on Memorial Day weekend it is so important for us to remember this history that is 

very intimately tied with the U.S Armed Forces and all the sacrifices that they made throughout 

the wars especially fighting Communism. These are DEEPLY intertwined with the life of Jesus 

Returned; this is absolutely critical. It's like if you looked back two thousand years at the time of 

the New Testament and you saw Simon who helped Jesus walk with the cross. He is 

remembered for ALL time - you understand? -  for all time and eternity as being the man that 

stood with Christ to help him hold the cross and carry that burden. 

Think about that! America was the leader of the Abel-type nations on GOD's side and played a 

PIVITAL role in the Providence of Jesus Returned! So, you think about how unbelievable that is! 

That's incredible biblical-level stuff. That's why the American soldiers that gave their lives 

particularly to fight socialism, Communism, political satanism are part of the history of the 

Completed Testament era. They are part of the history that will for EVER be remembered when 
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the future Kingdom of God is established in the whole world; as the PIVITAL, pivotal Abel-type 

leader nation, superpower that aided, served and even liberated Jesus Returned at his coming.  

So, it’s an incredible weekend, folks! It’s not just that one layer of patriotic Americana sort of 

Memorial Day. No, for us as Moonies, as Unificationists, as those who know True Father and 

know Divine Principle and the Providence of Restoration, we know that this is much larger than 

just national patriotism. This is deeply intertwined with the battle between God's system of 

government or His Kingdom which is the kingdom that protects natural law and protects our 

human rights, and the kingdom of Satan which is led and held by socialism, Communism and 

political Satanism which is now at a tremendously growing stage here in the States. 

So, it is a very tense time! This is a time indeed when we are experiencing great tribulations and 

the growing of rumors of war all around the world. We're now in World War III with Russia; 

the U.S and Ukraine having bombed the Kremlin building which is literally the White House of 

Russia. It's unbelievable, folks! https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-ukraine-kremlin-

attack-drone-moscow-blames-us-and-retaliates/ 

Can you imagine if the U.S White House was bombed with a drone that blew up the American 

flag on the White House? I mean, give me a BREAK! This is so ridiculous! And this is after two 

or three years of RAVAGING and raping of the human population of the world with the corona 

China virus made in a biolab; totally weaponized coercive totalitarianism that we saw 

unleashed on the world. This is TOTAL human rights raping! In the last couple of years, we 

have endured an AWAKENING at an unprecedented scale.  

 

The Book of Job 32-38 

There's a reason for that and that's why in Scripture today we're in Job chapter 32 through 38. 

It's an incredible section of the Book of Job! Just a brief reminder of the Book of Job: God allows 

Satan to test the righteousness of Job, so, Satan is going after him. He got boils all over the body 

and his boils are so bad! Three friends came to be with him, but notice what the Scripture says: 

that when they first came to see him, they were so shocked at the level of boils, and of bodily 

fluids pouring out of these nasty wounds and boils, that they were silent for a week. They were 

so shocked just looking at him and the utter amount of suffering! We can’t even imagine or 

endure.  

Of course, he lost his wife and children as well so it's just UNBELIEVABLE suffering! And the 

friends are silent; they're shocked. For a week they're shocked, “Oh my goodness! What the hell 

happened to you?” They say, “It's your fault; you did something wrong, etc.” They're kind of 

accusing him for the remainder of their dialogue.  

The point is that from chapter 32 through 38 there is a character Elihu, and I'm going to ask you 

to turn to that if you've got your Bibles.  
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Job 32: 1-3 

1So these three men ceased to answer Job, because he was righteous in his own eyes.                                           
2 Then was kindled the wrath of Elihu the son of Barachel the Buzite, of the kindred of Ram: against Job 

was his wrath kindled, because he justified himself rather than God.                                                                       
3 Also against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because they had found no answer, and yet had 

condemned Job.                                                                                                                                                      

Elihu, the son of Barachel the Buzite, he’s been watching his friends questioning Job and saying, 

“You've done something wrong; that's why. God would not do this to anybody who's righteous etc.” 

And Job is answering, “NO! I'm righteous. I am righteous before God. I have not done anything 

wrong.” Elihu comes and now he wants to speak. And he has actually six chapters of speaking; 

he's a young man and he speaks for six chapters of the Bible! Can you believe it? It's freaking 

incredible!  

Anyway, he speaks for SIX chapters.  All of chapter 32 he is literally saying, “Okay I've waited for 

you to speak. You're the elders and I’ve waited for you to speak.” And that's proper; in all ancient 

cultures that's proper. America and the West have lost that. Really the country's been lost 

because there's no vertical tradition; there's no RESPECT, that sign of respect is already gone. A 

lot of the people who live in the West, a lot of the ethnic minority communities have a very 

strong tradition, whether they’re Latino, Asians, Blacks etc., and I always say conservative 

white folks, Caucasian families as well have a very strong tradition, that if he is older, he's 

wiser. He's been around the block a couple of times; that's a more colloquial way of putting it. 

But he knows more than you, so as a young child you should wait and you should listen. That's 

the kind of culture that the ancient Middle East had as well. 

So, in chapter 32 he's literally saying, “I've waited all this time and now I'm going to speak.” For 22 

verses he’s literally saying, “I've waited all this time and now I’m going to speak. I‘ve waited and now 

I want to speak. I want to say something.” Then his discourse begins. 

 

Job 33: 2-3 & 13-14 

1 Wherefore, Job, I pray thee, hear my speeches, and hearken to all my words.                                                              
2 Behold, now I have opened my mouth, my tongue hath spoken in my mouth.                                                                 
3 My words shall be of the uprightness of my heart: and my lips shall utter knowledge clearly. 

He's a young man and now he's talking to all these wise older men. 

13 Why dost thou strive against him? for he giveth not account of any of his matters.                                             
14 For God speaketh once, yea twice, yet man perceiveth it not. 

So, he's going on and on now, saying, “Hey, Job, God has reasons for what He does. You may think 

you are all righteous but God has reasons; He's not going to do things without a righteous cause.” He 

goes on and on about this as well in chapters 34, 35, 36, 37. In six chapters of the Bible, this 
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young man is able to speak and basically say the same thing over and over again; basically, 

reiterating that, “Job, God does not do this unrighteously.”                                                                                         

Then from chapter 38 that's when Jehovah God starts talking to Job.  

 

Job 38: 1-11 

1Then the Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind, and said,                                                                                              
2 Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge?                                                                                   
3 Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will demand of thee, and answer thou me.                                                 
4 Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth? declare, if thou hast understanding.     

God is now asking those questions: 

5 Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest? or who hath stretched the line upon it?                    
6 Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof;                                    
7 When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?                                                             
8 Or who shut up the sea with doors, when it brake forth, as if it had issued out of the womb?                                               

I hear another rain pitter-pattering now coming in as we're talking about the Creator of the 

universe! This is a very dramatic rebuttal; the rain is pitter-pattering. It may get a little louder 

so, forgive. I cannot control the rain. Lord, we acknowledge You as we're reading this chapter as 

You pour down the rain! 

9 When I made the cloud the garment thereof, and thick darkness a swaddling band for it,                                      
10 And brake up for it my decreed place, and set bars and doors,                                                                              
11 And said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further: and here shall thy proud waves be stayed?                     

Now God is asking, “Where were you when I created this 

universe? Where were you when I laid it out, measured it all out, 

did the mathematical equations, when I did the Fibonacci Sequence 

and the Golden Mean and ALL that stuff? When we initiated 

something from nothing, where were you?”  

An incredible fine-tuned apologetics argument comes right 

in here. I don't have enough time now, but it’s just unbelievable. From the rate at which the 

universe was expanding to the measurements of time and space, etc., and God is asking, “Where 

were you when I made all these things?” He's talking about creating the earth and the mountains 

and the seas etc. He's reminding Job, “Who is the One that holds the universe in His hands? WHO is 

the One?”  

I saw this wonderful meme that showed on the left side a picture of God as a huge muscular 

knight with all this awesome armor and that sword, and Satan as this big evil character with a 

black armor fighting.  On the one side it says, “God and Satan are fighting.” And it says, “How do 

people think it's going on?” And on the other side it has Satan way small and God's humongous. 
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And God is not even a knight; that knight is like an angel. So, the angel is way above the sea, 

bigger than Satan. Then on the other side of the main page above the angel is a huge light in the 

sky, which is God, and it says “How it's really going.”  

Many times, we forget the context; we forget whom we are dealing with. We're not just dealing 

with a supernatural being like an angel or a demon or a fallen angel or a good angel. By the 

way, they are very scary when they're described in the Bible and of course in the computer AI 

graphics of the angels that we included in the song Cast Down.                            

https://rumble.com/v2qzcdc-king-bullethead-cast-down-official-music-video.html                          

Now shout out to all the folks that like, share, subscribe and comment on the songs, the praise 

rap videos and the sermons. In that video Cast Down we used AI generated images of the 

biblical descriptions of angels, and you'll see them with all their 

huge eyes and wings. In Ezekiel they're like rotating wheels; 

wheels within wheels are rotating and they're all covered in 

eyes. The angels see it all if they're God's messengers. The Bible 

describes angels as these incredible supernatural beings, not 

these little cherubs, these wimpy little babies with like tiny 

wings and a little Cupid's arrow. NO!  

That was the description of Hermes and the different gods and angels of love that Aphrodite 

would use and all the different Cupids that were in Greek mythology; those were imbibed by 

the Catholic Church in some paintings. But that's NOT the actual biblical description of angels. 

They're very scary beings; for example, the vision of God's throne in John's Revelation is 

extremely frightening. There are giant angels, their eyes all over their wings and they got 

different heads of animals. They're scary beings. They're not cute little babies flying around 

with little heart arrows; they’re very scary supernatural beings. 

But we're not even talking about those types of incredible supernatural beings, those incredible 

types of angels. We're talking about God, the CREATOR of it all, of ALL of that; the Master of it 

all, the Master of ALL the spirit world, ALL the physical world. We're talking about Jehovah-

Jireh, Jehovah God, Almighty God. 

This is the context that Elihu is trying to remind Job about, because Job's getting to the point 

where he's not necessarily accusing God and he never curses God, but he does say that he's 

being unrighteously judged because he did no wrong; he had no unrighteousness in his life. 

But the point is: we're not talking about angels. We’re talking about Jehovah-Jireh, the Creator 

of the universe, the architect of it all, HE who made the heavens and the earth! Unbelievable! 
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Insanity in America 

This is something we must remember when our country is collapsing, when socialism is 

creeping through and communism is in the open, and when now the majority of young kids are 

identifying with and thinking that socialism is good and with LGBTQ and pedos and “pride 

month “coming up. Can you believe what a SHAME and DISGRACE this country has become, 

folks? We have ONE day for Memorial Day, one day for fallen HEROES, ONE day for those 

who BLED and DIED, BLED out to DIE for this country! And we got THIRTY days, a full 

month, for PERVERTS who dress in women's lingerie, tuck in their tidbits and want to read 

NAKED in front of kids, GYRATE and touch them! You've got to be crazy, folks? It’s total 

insanity we are living in! It's UNBELIEVABLE!  

But again, folks EVEN in all that craziness Target is being punished, Bud Light had a nine-

billion-dollar loss the first week, I think it’s now at a 15.9-billion-dollar loss. Target’s the same 

way; BILLIONS of dollars of loss! https://nypost.com/2023/05/25/target-loses-8b-in-week-

since-boycott-calls-over-pride-collection/ 

Let's give it up for the conservative women! (Applause) It’s not the men shopping at Target; it’s 

the women that punished Target this time. They had record lows because conservative women 

said, “You are not going to openly groom my kids!” They're waking up now, folks. All this 

CRAZINESS is happening, we’re living in CLOWN land and CLOWN world where sanity is a 

very rare commodity at this point.  

But we are dealing with Jehovah-Jireh, GOD ALMIGHTY, HE who resurrected Christ from the 

grave! Power and mercy. You understand? HE who rules the Heavens and the earth. Power, 

power, power, power! We're dealing with so much power! We have to keep this in context as all 

this craziness enfolds. GOD allowed Job to suffer even though he thought he was righteous; 

America too always thought she was righteous, even though we're heading down a very 

slippery slope. 

You remember when the gays were about, “Oh, we just want to get married like everybody else!” 

But now they freaking want to do open pedophilia, saying, “Love has no AGE now!” and openly 

coming out saying that now pedophilia is normal and it is a human RIGHT. The UN as well is 

coming out with that kind of insanity, saying, “NO AGE constraints! Love is BOUNDLESS, 

without age.” Which means the PEDOS are able to hunt the children OPENLY and “legally.” 

https://www.citizensjournal.net/new-un-backed-legal-recommendations-normalize-sex-with-

minors-outraged-critics-say/  

This is the kind of culture where the grooming has gone to the point where now even normal 

conservative women -not only the men who could feel it coming- but now even the WOMEN, 

especially the conservative Mama Bears, they’re starting to say, “Wait a minute! This is too much! 

This is too much! My husband's not crazy talking about this stuff. He's not crazy anymore; I'm now 

starting to see with my own eyes. I'm going to Target and now I see the open grooming of little 

CHILDREN with these crazy Pride displays EVERYWHERE!” 
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Unbelievable! Tuck-in little bathing suits where boys are being ENCOURAGED to dress as girls 

and tuck in their tidbits and say that they're a girl and pretend and absolve themselves of ALL 

reality; which is going to harm them, make them mentally ill and prepare them TERRIBLY for 

the real world that will make you FACE reality. And of course, that's why we have the terrible 

situations with those who do the “gender mutilation” and all this kind of stuff; the terrible after 

effects of that is of course so PAINFUL! Young kids realize at 16 years old, “Well, maybe I didn't 

have the whereabouts; maybe I didn't make the right decision at 14-YEARS old!”  

It's like that incredible piece done by Turning Point USA where that girl comes up to the guy at 

the counter saying,                                                                                                                                                     

* “Oh sir, I'd like to buy a beer.” He asks,                                                                                                                                                         

-“Well how old are you, little girl?                                                                                                                                 

* I am 12.                                                                                                                                                                  

-You can’t buy a beer here; you’re only 12 years old!                                                                                                                                  

* Why not? Then I want some cigarettes.                                                                                                                              

-You can't buy any cigarettes, girl; you're 12 years old!                                                                                           

* Well then, I want to buy a lighter!                                                                                                                               

- Well, in this state you can't buy a lighter if you're 12 years old.                                                                             

* I want to buy wine, Chardonnay; I want to buy some vodka.                                                                                   

– NO! You are 12 years old, child!                                                                                                                                   

* Well, how about, I want to drive a car, I want to buy a motorcycle. Give me that gun over there. I want 

to buy it.                                                                                                                                                                    

-NO! You are 12 YEARS OLD, child! You can't buy any gun; you can't buy any of this stuff either. Go 

back to your mom!”   

And then the girl said:                                                                                                                                           

* “Well, you know, how about if I get an irreversible genital mutilation surgery?                                                                                                                                                                     

- Oh welcome! Come on in!”                                                                                                                                   

The same dude pulls out a hacksaw, “Come on IN!”  

You understand how Looney Tunes this is, folks? This is CLOWN land that we're living in? A 

CHILD can't even get a tattoo, a CHILD can't even buy a beer, a CHILD can't even buy a 

cigarette and smoke, a CHILD can't buy any drugs, or a gun or can't drive a car etc.… But they 

can choose to CHOP off their genitals or go on IRREVERSIBLE hormone therapy with the 

medicines that they give for chemical castration on actual PEDOS. And little children can decide 

to go on this without parental consent? INSANITY!   

But folks, it's getting SO bad! It's like Job getting the boils! America's getting boils; we get boils 

all over. We're looking NASTY, folks; we're looking weak and nasty to all our enemies. They 

say we are weak, they say we are limp, they see we are placid; they say we are down-trodden 

and beat down, AND we have no leadership, AND we failed in Afghanistan, AND World War 

III started, AND our gas prices have soared AND the cost of living is skyrocketing, AND 

inflation is soaring. But all those things aside, World War III moving on the horizon, another 
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pandemic coming our way; all this crap aside, we are FADING in front of the world. We have 

boils all over our body. People are shocked, and of course they have reasons to be. 

 

To Wake Up the Remnant 

But we have to remember why God allows that. Why is He allowing this to happen? What is 

that doing? It's waking up the remnant. Now people cannot deny how CRAZY these commies 

will GO; how CRAZY the new LGBTQ neo-pagan sex cult will GO. They're not interested in 

adult consent; they’re interested in consent with your CHILD, and that's what's coming out as 

they push their agenda forward and become more and more BOLD and now trying to get rid of 

age.  

Seven years ago, we explained why transgenderism is the step towards pedophilia, because it 

gives children the legal right, adult decision-making power to undergo chemical castration or 

genital mutilation surgery which has IRREVERSIBLE effects for their ENTIRE LIFE! And if 

children can make those type of adult decisions, SURELY, they can make other adult decisions. 

That's the LEGAL argument. Of course, the UN is not openly pushing that, but that's what it is 

all about. Why? Because we know from the Divine Principle that Satan is the first PEDOPHILE; 

he's the first child grooming, the first RAPIST and he's the one that destroyed the FAMILY of 

God.  

That's why the blessing is so critical; that's why strong husband and wife is so CRITICAL. That's 

why an anointed marriage blessed by Christ STRONG and training together to love and respect, 

to give and receive is so critical. That POWER of actualizing in our life and training and 

becoming higher level as we go, and then training with our kids and making them higher level 

too and being a strong family spiritual tactical unit is FUNDAMENTAL to the Kingdom of God, 

FUNDAMENTAL to a stable family, FUNDAMENTAL to the Peace Police-Peace Militia. 

Because in the Kingdom of God as you now know, it's illegal for the federal government to have 

a military. No centralized government, no centralized police, no centralized military! The 

PEOPLE are the Peace Police and Peace Militia. Everybody is part of loving God and loving one 

another, protecting your neighbor.  

It's an incredible time folk, it's an INCREDIBLE, incredible time. Oh, it's so painful sometimes 

you see the heights at which these perverts, sex-cult addicts and all these demonic socialist 

communists political satanists are pushing. BUT they're revealing themselves as they go harder 

and that's what's happening. They're now getting hit economically like Bud Light, hit 

economically like Target.  

Now the people are trying to unite them saying, “Hey, if you drink Bud Light, you may go shopping 

at Target to get one of the bathing suits.” (Laughing) Obviously, it’s becoming a colloquial 

understanding. People are getting awakened, and they understand that these things are 

happening and we have to punish them by not supporting that type of lunacy and neopagan 
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sex PERVERSION. Really, it's pedo perversion coming after our children, grooming our 

children, normalizing these thoughts and ideas in their mind, so that they feel confused, they 

get gender dysphoria, they get the idea that they can become God and change their gender, 

which they can’t.  

They can NEVER do it, even if they do all of that stuff: chemical castration, chopping off their 

genitals or their breasts, chopping off all these things and trying to mutilate themselves to 

become something else. Oh my gosh! Some of the pictures from this 3D animation where they 

do the gender reassignment on male sexual organs! It's CRAZY! Literally mutilating stuff and 

slicing up, cutting the banana in half! It’s TERRIBLE! Just to watch it is utter nightmarish, 

Stephen King level HORROR fiction, a true horror movie!  

But the fact that these kinds of things are happening is only AWAKENING the people, folks. It 

is so painful, but at the same time it's also inspiring because people are starting to wake up; 

people are starting to wake up. God is moving the Abel-type Christian REALM, and the combat 

veterans and gun owners and all those who are being targeted BY the Beast, BY the political 

satanist Beast, BY socialism, Communism, political Satanism and international globalism.  

ALL these things are now targeting what? The American Christian gun owner heterosexual 

male. And out of all those groups, that's now the final group to be genocided before they get 

worldwide international Communism, international globalism, political Satanism worldwide 

which is basically HELL on earth. But the only thing that STANDS in their way IS THAT 

demographic and God is AWAKENING that demographic. He is making them BRAVE again; 

He's making them BELIEVE in Him again; He is making them MORAL again. 

Now the neocons can't lie about stuff as much because people have become awake to even the 

fact that the neocons are part of the democratic apparatus; they are PART of the leftist agenda. 

They're just playing Pulp Fiction WrestleMania fake stuff, fighting as if they were against them, 

but they're going and having Champagne at cocktail parties together at the end of the day. 

They're part of the same cabal. People are waking up to that; they're waking up to the fact that 

Washington DC is TOTALLY corrupt.  

That's why of course the neocons are being split. Basically, the “neo-conservatives” are just the 

Democrats of ten years ago. They're literally supporting and promoting LGBTQ when 

even ten years ago the Democrats did not support gay marriage, including Joe Biden; 

we heard it from their own donkey's mouth.  

But the point is: the current day Republicans have become the Democrats of just ten years ago; 

they're literally the progressive liberals of ten years ago. They're not conservatives anymore; 

they're INCLUDING LGBTQ and all this stuff into the conservative party, thinking that's going 

to conserve WHAT? That's not going to conserve anything; they're not standing up against 

anything that's not part of the conservative movement, which even the Democrats did ten years 

ago. So, they're even more extreme than the Democrats ten years ago.  
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The point is: people are starting to WAKE up to this fact; they're waking up to the fact that it's 

only a small portion of the LGBT that's standing out against this crap. The vast majority is 

staying silent or SUPPORTING it. So obviously what is being supported is giving children 

LEGAL rights to make legal adult decisions at five years old without parental consent. The state 

can circumvent their parents, making these TERRIBLE decisions, which of course children will 

regret. 

Have you ever made a decision at 6 years old that you regretted? Uh? Yes, you did. Have you 

made any decision at 12 or 16, 17, 18 that you regretted? Of COURSE! That’s why everybody 

knows you are still a CHILD!  You don't have a fully-developed BRAIN; you don’t have a fully 

developed neocortex yet; you don't have fully developed long-term future making skills in your 

brain. You have no experience… (Video cut) … 

 

Pastor Sean’s Reporting Prayer after the Smoky Mountain Memorial Day Bike Run  

Father, we thank You for this Memorial Day ride in 

the rain today. Father, on this Memorial Day, we 

remember Your providential path and walk and how 

the American Forces brought Your liberation from the 

Hungnam death camp. 

We want to honor all the fallen heroes on this 

Memorial Day weekend. We want to thank You for 

preparing this incredible Smoky Mountain Memorial Day Run 22 years in advance, which ends 

right here at Cheongpyeong Mountain. Unbelievable! It cannot be done by the hand of man but 

purely by the hand of God. 

We thank You so much for what You are doing and for all the Abel-type Christian realm, 

patriots, gun owners and vets who came today. We thank You for all the new networks and 

relationships that we have made. We thank You for next year when we can bless this event and 

connect it with the Rod of Iron Freedom Festival here in Tennessee. We thank You so much, 

Father, for all the things that You have been doing even though we don't notice it.  

We want to give You the praise, glory and honor with all the kingship lines gathered here today 

with Your Three Kingship. Amen! Aju! 

 

 

 

 


